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ABOUT THE EVENT
This event was a gathering of eminent personalities and professionals from the industry, corporate,
government, and non-profit organisations. Our audience included our stakeholders and partners working
towards promoting employability for PwDs. All the experts gathered together on an online platform (Zoom)
th
on the morning of 6 December 2021 to discuss the idea of building an inclusive work environment
altogether. This discussion was divided into two segments followed by a keynote address by our leader.
Throughout the event, our sign language translators - Gaurav, Satyabrata and Sunder Raju supported us
with interpretation.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
In this segment, we heard views of the corporate veteran on the importance of inclusion and the steps
taken by TechM and the Foundation towards the disability sector.
Keynote address by CP Gurnani, Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Managing Director (MD), Tech Mahindra
Limited (TechM).

SEGMENT 1 - EXPERIENCE SHARING - EMPLOYEE AND
EMPLOYER PERSPECTIVE
In this segment, we heard voices from the ground where the SMART+ Alumni students and their
immediate employers were gathered to share their experiences of working together.
Moderator: Chhavi Bhardwaj
Participants: Rahul Das - Location HR and Mohua Parihari - Picker from Mahindra Logistics

(Kolkata]; Mohammed Jeelan - Head of Operations and D. Rama Lakshmi - Sales Associate from
Essencea lnfoserv Pvt. Ltd. (Hyderabad); and Pradeep Kumar Katta - Test Analyst and R. Asha Accessibility tester from Tecfinics Technology Pvt. Ltd. (Hyderabad).

SEGMENT 2 - EXPERT AND INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE
In this segment, the panelists came together to discuss the theme - Including Disability at Workplaces:
From Aspiration to Action.
Moderator: MSB Sudheer Babu
Panelists: Ravindra Singh, CEO - Skill Council for Persons with Disability (SCPwD); Aradhana Lal, Vice

President, Brand, Communications & Sustainability Initiatives - Lemon Tree Hotels; Shivani Dimri,
Manager HR, D&I Lead - BigBasket; Prateek Madhav, Co-Founder & CEO - AssisTech Foundation (ATF);
Ravi Gopal, Program Head, BPS, Tech Mahindra Limited.
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SEGMENT 1 : EXPERIENCE SHARING - EMPLOYEE
AND EMPLOYER PERSPECTIVE
Discussion on inclusivity is incomplete without hearing the voices from the ground. Hence, we assembled a
few of our SMART+ alumni and their immediate employers to share their experience of working together.
In this segment, we heard their journeys and experiences at the workplace.

EMPLOYEE PERSPECTIVE
The selected alumni shared their individual experiences and insights into how they feel empowered at their
workplaces irrespective of the challenges they have faced in their lives. T he courage and confidence with
which these students shared their personal experiences were extremely heartening and had drawn a lot of
attention and appreciation.

Journey of our SMART+ Alumni
Mohua is a 22-year hearing Impaired student from Kolkata. She is an

alumna of Tech Mahindra Foundation's SMART+ Centre - Youth for Jobs.
Mohua shared her experience of facing difficulty to get a job and how after
getting trained in the SMART+ Centre led her to get employed in Mahindra
logistics with a decent salary. Due to COVID, her father lost his job and she
took up the responsibility of supporting her family with daily needs. She
also financially supported her brother for his admission. Her parents are
always concerned as she can't hear, but today Mohua is confident that
she can take care of herself and support the family with her job.

Rama Lakshmi is a visually impaired student from Hyderabad. Her father
passed away at an early age and she has been raised by her mother. Since
her childhood , she is getting free treatment from LV Prasad Eye Institute,
Hyderabad for her eyes. She is the only earning member of her family and
unfortunately lost her job during COVID. LVPEI institute supported her during
the COVID crisis by getting her trained in their SMART+ Centre. Now, she is
working as a Sales Associate at Essencea lnfoserv Pvt. Ltd. She has been
awarded with top sales performer and got appraisal with salary raise within
just 3 months. Today, Rama Lakshmi is very happy to work in her
organization as her management and team are very supportive, where they
take good care of the special needs of PwDs.

Asha is a visually impaired student from Hyderabad. She was associated

with LV Prasad Eye Institute and underwent IT training from SMART+ Centre.
Presently, Asha is working as an Accessibility tester in Tecfinics Technology
Solutions Pvt Ltd. where she is responsible for testing Google products. She
talked about the friendly and warm environment at her workplace and how
she feels confident and resilient after joining the organization. Today, she has
developed a sense of financial stability and independence with her job.
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EMPLOYER PERSPECTIVE
The employers shared some significant takeaways from the industry and corporate sector. The discussion
highlighted the benefits of hiring PwDs, their work-related capabilities , and measures that organizations
are taking to create inclusive workspaces.

□

Work-related Capabilities of Pw s
Rahul Das from Mahindra Logistics, Kolkata shared that Mohua is a dedicated,
responsible and a humble employee. Just after a few months of working as a
picker, she was promoted to the senior picker, and was awarded the star
performer for the year, twice.

Mohammed Jeelan wh o is th e Head of Operation at Essencea lnfoserv in Hyderabad shared that Rama
Lakshmi is performing better than the normal employees and has topped the sales for many months.
Pradeep from Tecfinics Technology Pvt. Ltd. shared that during various situations at work where a
normally sighted person would miss out on detail or take it for granted but they were timely pointed out
and corrected by the PwD team members. These experiences clearly talk about the commitment and
focus shown at work by the PwD candidates.
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SEGMENT 2: EXPERT AND INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE
RAVINDRA SINGH
Chief Executive Officer
Skill Council for Persons with Disabilities (SCPwD)

Mapping Disabilities to the Appropriate
Job Roles

'' Skill development is the j o int
responsibility of the government and
in du s t r y. It is im p o r tant to
understand that these people are
not in any w a y d isable d bu t
d ifferently able d and they are
brilliant in what they are doing. We
just need to identify their brilliance of
application, where we can apply it. ''
- Ravindra Singh
-As quoted during the event

SCPwD is trying to understand and identify various job roles
where the PwDs can find gainful employment. They adapt these
job roles to specific disabilities in terms of learning
methodologies, learning outcomes, monitoring, and
assessment. In the past 6 years, 250 courses have been
adopted for differently abled people. Organizations are willing
to hire locomotor, SHI, and VI disability but for Persons
with Intellectual Disability is still a challenge. T here are
organizations that have hired people from the Autism spectrum
and given the best innovation award to a person who is autistic.
It is important to understand that these people are not in any
way disabled but differently a bled and they are brilliant in what
they are doing. We just need to identify their brilliance of
application. It's the joint responsibility of the industry and
government to identify the true potential and right area of
expertise for the PwDs. To make change happen, skilled
manpower
from
the
industry
and training sponsor
approvals from the government needs to go together.

Aligning Job Roles to Government Schemes
A lot of courses have been brought up by the SCPwD as a part of
a structured apprenticeship program under the government
scheme. This will allow the industries to hire people from the
program and get benefitted by the scheme. Industries need to
identify the areas and trades that can be put forward to the
government for its apprenticeship program scheme.

Integration - A Key to A Sustainable Culture
A culture of integration plays a key role in sustaining PwDs at
workplaces. Integration is a continuous journey that requires a
specialized role to do that. SCPwD has developed a specific job
role called the job coaches for inc/usivity. It helps the industry to
integrate PwDs' abilities and overcome the challenges of
attrition.
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PRATEEK MADHAV
Co-Founder & Chief Executive Officer
AssisTech Foundation [ATF)

The Role of Technology
Employers need to understand that hiring PwDs is beyond their
good productivity rate at work. As a matter of fact, they bring a
different perspective to increase the innovation quotient of an
organization. Assistive technology can help in increasing the
innovation quotient. India won 19 medals at the Paralympics; it
can go tenfold with assistive technology. If it can happen in
sports, it can happen in corporates as well. T here are brilliant
technologies developed in India and outside, which can help
speech and hearing-impaired employees communicate
effectively. Also, using it, a visually impaired person can go to the
washroom or the respective office spaces on their own.

'' Employers need to hire people with
disabilities for not only their skills and
productivity but also for the value they
add beyond. As a matter of fact,
employees with disabilities bring
different perspectives and can
increase the innovation quotient of
the organization.
''
- Prateek Madhav
-As quoted during the event

Five Principles of lnclusivity
To include disability at workplaces, organizations and industries
need to work on five principles including 1 . workplace
preparedness, 2. sensitization at all levels, 3. structural
readiness - policy and procedures within the company, 4. talent
and recruitment strategy, and 5. enabling integration in the
organisation. Aspiring for change will not just happen by hiring
PwDs but by changing the framework and including assistive
technology. There are reports where within three to six months
of joining PwDs left the job, so joining is not an issue but
integration at workplaces is. However, one also needs to focus
on governance and impact as well. Organisation should not only
focus on the number of PwDs hired, but they should also talk
about the happiness quotient of these employees.

Technology as the Gamechanger
While the focus on job mapping and internal training will support
workplace integration, creating a playbook of all the assistive
technologies can certainly go well while hiring PwDs. As
technology is changing the way we do our day-to-day activities
like shopping or banking, having a playbook along with all the
artifacts and collaterals will enable the organizations to
understand the possibilities of the PwDs after their recruitment.
If we equip PwDs with enough tools and technology, it will not
only be productive but also bring in the perspectives for growing
the business.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EMPLOYERS
How can we ensure that individuals with disabilities get equal
opportunities at the workplace?
Based on the insightful discussions and valuable suggestions from the employers and panel of experts,
some specific recommendations are proposed to create equal opportunities for PwDs at workplaces:

□

1 . Identifying Right Opportunities to Integrate Pw s -The first step towards diversifying the workplace
is job mapping. It is done to identify the set of jobs within the organization where PWDs can best fit into.
Organizations need to be flexible and adaptive. They can review the profiles of PwDs and if the candidate
is unsuitable for any particular profile, they can review and realign it accordingly by incorporating it in
the job mapping process.
2. Creating an Inclusive Ecosystem -A significant step for inclusive workplaces is building an ecosystem
that accommodates respect and equality. T he organization's culture needs to reflect that there is no
charity work and including disabilities is only done on the basis of capability. Every leader and team
member should be sensitized to work with PwDs and must be trained on ISL.

□

3. Inter nal Capacity Building and Leader ship Tr aining of Pw s - Organizations need to ensure that
PwDs must be as efficient as others. They should be trained based on their needs so that they are
confident enough to deliver in the same way as other employees do. It is important to support their
career trajectory and growth. The idea of early hiring of PwDs and grooming them internally through
capacity building and leadership training can play an important role in reducing the attrition rate.
4. Awar eness About Gover nment Schemes and Policies - Organizations need to be aware of the
schemes and policies formed by the government for PwDs. This will help them in building HR strategy
around recruiting and sustaining PwDs in the organisation.
5. Pr omoting Inclusive Wor kplace, ever ywher e - It is important to include the world around us - the
clients, vendors, and stakeholders. T he journey of inclusivity needs to be celebrated and shared with
the people around .
6. Building a Sustainable Culture -To bridge the gap of integration between PwDs and other employees,
some new job profiles can be defined . For example -Job coaches for inclusivity. The responsibility of the
job coach can be to identify challenges of integration and recommend strategies to create an
inclusive culture for PwDs. This can also support organizations to overcome the challenges of attrition.
7. Explor ing Technology and Innovation - Assistive technology can help in increasing the innovation
quotient. Equipping PwDs with right tools and technology will enhance not just productivity but support
the business growth as well. Organizations must actively explore new innovations and technology.
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CLOSING REMARKS
CHETAN KAPOOR

''

Chief Operating Officer
Tech Mahindra Foundation

□

While we have been working with and for Pw s, it is
significant for all us to not only identify the brilliance
behind the disability but also find the right space to
implement it effectively. This should be the agenda of

□

integrating Pw s for creating a conducive workplace
for them. As CP mentioned in his address, the
inclusion should not just be relegated to a single
department in a company, it has to become a way of
being for each one of us. We at Tech Mahindra have
started taking some firm steps in that direction. We
know that it's a long road, and fraught with challenges,
but we are committed to walk this road and do
whatever it takes to get there. We must come
together to create not just an inclusive workplace, but
an inclusive world altogether.
The thoughts and affirmations shared by the
participants and panelists of Saajhi Samajh give us the
confidence that we are moving in the right direction
with a good company. The purpose of Saajhi Samajh is
to create an accessible platform where we can come
together to share our views and experiences. And,
use the outcome as steps to build a launch pad to
foster collaborations towards the cause of the
excluded and the marginalized. We are hopeful that
the suggested highlights of this discussion would
certainly help all of us to creating an inclusive

□

workplace for the Pw s.
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